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Software
Easy: Polling too

among learners

IDEAL FOR

Revising information in the

and difficult questions to

learners participate with  

which is structured as a competitive game amongst learners. They

their real names?


an example question.


Are there prizes to be won?

Keep questions simple and only ask one question at a time. A fast game is
a good game, so depending on how difficult the questions are, try to keep
each question round approximately 10-20 seconds. If the quiz is

ADD ON


conducted with a standard polling tool, include points to each question

If you use a slide presentation  

and ask learners to keep a track of their score during the game. If you are

for quizzing, make sure to high-

using an external gaming tool, they should include a calculator score for

light and display the correct

each learner. 


answer long enough for every-

At the end of the game, the moderator asks the learners to put their

competitive assessment

scores in the chat. The learner with the highest score wins. 


preparation
social

5-10 min

Are there easy, fun, surprising,

At the end of a learning module, the moderator presents a revision poll,

format of an energizing,

Any size

a learner's learning journey?


with nicknames or should

instruct everyone how to use the poll software and demonstrate it with

spark light, competitive fun

quiz and how does it relate to  

Should the poll be anonymous/

HOW IT WORKS


A game using the poll function to

What is the purpose of the  

engage the learners?


Advanced: Online gaming tool




WHAT IT IS


CONSIDERATION CHECKLIST

opening
input

main
assessment

closure
reflection

follow-up

one to see. Often, it is not  
enough to only say it out loud.


YOUR NOTES

